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The foundations ofthe symmetry approach to theclassification problem ofintegrable non-linear 
evolution systems are briefly described. Within the framework f the symmetry approach the 
ten-parametric family of the third order non-linear evolution coupled KdV-likesystems i
investigated. The necessary integrability conditions lead to an over-determined non-linear 
algebraic system. To solve that system an effective method based on its structure has been 
used. This allows us to obtain the complete lis  of integrable systems of a given type. All 
computation has been completed on the basis of computer algebra systems FORMAC and 
REDUCE. 
1. Introduction 
At present intensive work on testing of integrability and classification of integrable 
non-linear evolution systems, 
U,=F(x ,U ,U ,  . . . .  ,UN),  U=U(x , t )=(U1, . . . ,UM) ,  
(1) 
F=(F ' ,F2 , . . . , FM) ,  U~ = D'(U) ,  D = d/dx, 
is being carried out. The integrability means that the system (1) can either be reduced to 
a linear one, by differential substitutions U-~ F(  V, . . . ,  Vk), or can be integrated by inverse 
spectral transform. Prototype equations of these two groups are the Burgers and the 
Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equations, respectively. In both cases the initial non-linear 
problem reduces to a linear one that can be investigated and solved. Note that evolution 
systems of the second type are especially interesting in physics due to their multi-soliton 
solutions. In the present paper we use computer algebra to find all integrable coupled 
KdV-like evolution systems. 
2. Symmetry Approach 
The classification problem consists of obtaining a complete list of integrable systems (1) 
for some fixed N and describing the most general transforms connecting these systems. 
It can be achieved effectively by using the symmetry approach (see Sokolov & Shabat, 
1984; Mikhailov et al., 1987; Fokas, 1987). In the framework of the symmetry approach, 
the integrabie criterium is based on the property that (1) has an infinite algebra of 
higher-order symmetries, i.e. the evolution systems of the form 
U,=H(x ,U ,U , , . . . ,U~) ,  H=(H '  . . . . .  HM),  n>N,  (2) 
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compatible with (1). The compatibility condition can be written as 
dH/dt  = F , (H) ,  
where F ,  is the matrix differential operator 
t~ aF ~ F ,= i, IF,Ij  a 
It is shown in Sokolov & Shabat (1984) and Mikhailov et al. (1987) that in the ease 
where the evolution system (1) has an infinite algebra of symmetries, it has an infinite 
number of local conservation laws 
dRddt=dQu/dx  , i=1,2  . . . .  , j= l  . . . .  ,M,  (3) 
where the densities Rij can be expressed in terms of F and Qik (k <j) .  The conditions 
(3) generate an over-determined system of equations in F. By solving this system it is 
possible to find a list of concrete Fs containing all the integrable cases (usually it is 
sufficient to use conditions (3) for i< 3). This list is then checked for higher i against the 
condition (3) in order to remove non-integrable cases. The next step consists in finding 
higher-order symmetries and a Lax representation. 
3. Role of Computer Algebra 
The algorithms for the most edious teps of classification, such as computing the densities 
Rij, checking the conditions (3), derivation of the over-determined systems in F and 
finding the symmetries, have been suggested in Gerdt et al. (1985a, b and 1989). They 
have been implemented using the computer algebra system FORMAC for scalar equations 
(M = 1 in (1), Gerdt et aL, 1985a, b) and for the following wide class of systems (Gerdt, 
et al., 1987) 
Ut=AUN+f(x ,  U, U1 , . . . ,  UN-~), f=( f~,  . . . , fM) ,  
A=diag(Xl , . . . , ) tM),  A,~0, ) t ,~) t j ( i~ j ) ,  A~C. (4) 
The step in our algorithm which remains to be done by hand is to solve the over-determined 
system of differential equations in F. However, in a special case (which is very important 
for applications), the F I , . . . , F  M are polynomials in U, U t . . . .  , U N with certain 
homogeneity properties, and the over-determined system in F reduces to an algebraic 
system for the coefficients of these polynomials. The general approach to solve such a 
system exactly is based on the well-known technique of Groebner basis construction 
(Buchberger, 1985) which is implemented, for example, in the last version of the computer 
algebra system REDUCE (Hearn, 1987). An example of a Groebner basis computation 
for one of the classification problems (Gerdt et aL, 1984) is given in Boege et al. (1986). 
Thus the classification of the integrable volution systems (Gerdt et al., 1985a, b) with 
homogeneously-polynomial right-hand sides can be completely automated by means of 
computer algebra. 
4. Coupled KdV-Like Systems 
In this paper we apply the above technique to the classification of the following systems 
from class (4) (coupled KdV-like systems) 
ut=aous+aluu~+a2vv~+a3uvl+a4vul, ao~bo, ao~O, bo~O, 
v, =bov3+blvvl+b2uu~+bavul+b4uvl, ai, bieC ( i=0:4),  (5) 
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which have an infinite algebra of symmetries. Using the FORMAC program described 
in Gerdt et al. (1989) we obtain a system of equations for the parameters at, bj consisting 
of twelve equations of  sixth degree in ten unknowns obtained from (3) for i = 1 : 4 and 
in part for i = 5 
ek=~k=O (k= 1:6), (6) 
where ek = ekla,c,b, and 
el = al( a3 - a4) - a4( b3 - b4), 
e2 --0 (2a3  -- a4)yl -- b2y2, Yl = 6aoa362 + (ao- bo)(a~+ a4b2), 
e3 = a2yl -- (2b3- b4)Y2, Y2 = 6aoa2b3 + (ao- bo)(ala2+ a4b l ) ,  
e4 = 3 ao(a2b2 + a3 b3) + (ao - bo) (al + b3) a4, 
e5 = 2(2ao2+ 8aob0- b~)a3b3+2(ao- bo)(4ao- bo)aab4- 6ao(ao+2bo)a2b2 
+ (ao-  bo)2(5ala3 - 5ala4+ a4b4) - (ao- bo)(7ao- bo)a4b3, 
e6 = 3 ao[(a0 - b0) 3 - 3 ao( ao + 2 bo) 2] (a2 b2 + aa b3) + ( ao - bo)3E3 aoal a3 - 2(2ao + bo) a l a4] 
+ 9a2(ao - bo)E(ao- bo)a4- (ao+2bo)a3]b4- (no-  bo)(2a~-3Oa~bo+ bao)a463 . 
5. Solving the System (6) 
In order to solve system (6) one may use the technique of Groebner bases. However, we 
have used instead a much more effective algorithm (Gerdt & Zharkov, 1989) which 
exploits the special structure of the system (6). Its main idea is to consider several 
alternative cases: 
(1) al#O, a4#O, (2) al#O, a4=O, (3) a l~0,  a4~0, (4) at=a4~O, 
and two subcases inside each case: 
(a) Yx~0 or Y2~0, (b) y~=y2=0. 
One can find simple relations connecting a~, b I for each subcase and thus the system (6) 
can be considerably simplified. For example, in case (1), the equations 
el = 21 =0 
lead to two possibilities: 
(i) a3=a4, b3=b4, (ii) anna4 or b3~b4, albl=a4b4. 
In case (ii) we can set a~ = a4 and bl = b4 by taking into account he invariance of the 
ten-parametric family (5) under the scale transformations u ~ uu, v ~/3v  (a, ~ e C). On 
the other hand, the subcase (a) implies a262 = (2a3-a4)(263-b4), so  a2, b2 can immedi- 
ately be eliminated from the equations (6) for k = 3:6, etc. Applying this method and 
carrying out all computations in the interactive mode of the computer algebra system 
REDUCE, we have found all the non-trivial solutions of (6) (see Gerdt & Zharkov (1989) 
for more details). It should be noted that in each alternative ase the problem reduces 
to simple GCD and resultant computations which are built-in in REDUCE. It turns out 
that in the most tedious case (1) al S0,  a4~0 the system (6) has a single non-trivial 
solution (up to a scale transformation) 
ao=(3+v~) /6 ,  al~O, a2=al(9ao-7) / (12ao-1) ,  aa=a~/(3ao), a4=aj,  
bo = ( -3+x/5) /6 ,  b~ =-a J (3ao) ,  b2 = a~(3ao+ 1)/(9ao-7),  (7) 
b3=-a l ,  b4=-al/(3ao).  
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The evolution system (5) with the coefficients (7) can be transformed to the well-known 
integrable Drinfeld-Sokolov system (Drinfeld & Sokolov, 1984) by appropriate linear 
transformation of the vector space (u, v). For cases (2) and (4), we have obtained a list 
of four non-linear coupled systems of the form (5) with coefficients ai, bi satisfying (6) 
and containing four to six arbitrary constants. 
6. List of Integrable Systems: Conclusion 
Using our FORMAC program (Gerdt et al., 1989) we have checked for the list obtained 
whether or not conditions (3) for i = 5:8 are satisfied. We have found that only three 
evolution systems atisfy these conditions, namely 
u~ =u3+uul+vv l ,  v~=-2v3-uv l ,  (8) 
Ut=U3+UUl, I)t =4V3+UBI+lUl~), (9) 
11 t = U 3 "[- U t l l ,  U t = --2V3 - vul - uv l .  (10) 
The system (8) is the well-known Hirota-Satsuma system (Hirota & Satsuma, 1981) 
with an infinite algebra of symmetries. The system (9) was first considered in our paper 
(Gerdt et at., 1989). Based on the generally accepted conjecture (see, for example, Fokas, 
1987) that the existence of higher-order symmetries implies integrability, we may conclude 
that the system (9) also has an infinite algebra of symmetries. In Gerdt et aL (1989) we 
have found the following 5-order symmetry for the system (9) 
u, = us +~uu3 +~u~u2 +~u2u,, 
v, = 16vs+~uv3 +~vu3 + lOu,v2 +'~VlU2 +~u2v,  +~vuu, .
We believe that the system (10) is also integrable. It has the 5-order symmetry with the 
same first equation in accordance with the structure of (9) and (10) 
5 10 5 2 
ut = us +~uua +wul  u2 q-~u ul , 
v, -4v5 i0 s 20 s a 5 = --'~"Ut~3 -- ~/)U3 -- TUl/)2 -- 51)1 U2 - -~U ~1 --~/)ttUl 9 
We may conclude from the above computations that computer algebra is a powerful 
tool for investigating non-linear evolution equations. It allows us to make a complete 
classification of the integrable coupled systems from the ten-parametric family (5). All 
integrable cases are exhausted by the four systems (7)-(10). 
The authors are thankful to K. S. KSlbig and S. I. Svinolupov for useful discussions. 
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